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StreetS  
anD their character

 ulice i ich charakter 

a b s t r a c t

the author’s intention has been to present several streets famous for being 
remarkable phenomena in the history of town planning and architecture. 
each of them is a sum of separate buildings, sometimes outstanding but, 
more often than not, just elements of a bigger whole. thorough investiga-
tions reveal the history of many particular places, their origins and individ-
ual fortunes. and yet, it is hard to decide if it is the dominant architecture 
of one object or a uniform style of more buildings creating frontages that 
matter more for the perception of an urban interior. 
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Streszczenie

zamierzeniem autora jest przedstawienie kilku ulic znanych jako wybit-
ne zjawiska w historii urbanistyki i architektury. każda z nich jest sumą 
poszczególnych budowli, czasem wybitnie uznanych, ale częściej będą-
cych tylko elementami większej całości. głębsze dociekania pozwalają 
na odnalezienie historii wielu partykularnych miejsc, ich oryginalnej hi-
storii i odrębnych losów. ale nie można stwierdzić, czy ważniejsza dla 
percepcji wnętrza urbanistycznego jest dominująca architektura jednego 
obiektu czy też jednorodna stylistyka większej ilości budowli tworzą-
cych pierzeje.

Słowa kluczowe: ulica, charakter, specyfika, architektura, urbanistyka
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across the world, there are places with unmistakable character, so it is impossible to mis-
take the streets of krakow for the streets of florence. on the other hand, the uniformity of the 
post-war architecture in central europe makes one get lost easily in the suburban housing es-
tates of many cities. yet, the character of streets, their architectural style and unique aesthet-
ics are the values desired by local communities and temporary residents alike. these values 
are timeless and applicable to both historic and contemporary cities. Striving for uniqueness 
has been the principal incentive of creators for centuries but unparalleled urban interiors can 
also result from unintended or incidental acts. 

1. PARIS, LES CHAMPS – ÉLYSÉES

each street is a sum of house facades whose forms are sometimes monumental but mostly 
nondescript and whose specific features become clear only during facade stocktaking. at 
the same time, the street continuity is disrupted with the appearance of a new quality which 
usually dominates and introduces formal variety. a case in point is the Place vendôme in 
Paris, built to a design by jules hardouin-mansart in 1699, whose beauty lies in the excellent 
repetitiveness of the building facades. 

Paris is an aggregate of perfect architecture and town planning. georges eugène 
haussmann’s once controversial project that comprised the transformation of mediaeval 
quarters into a modern metropolis endorses today’s multifaceted image of the city. the 
harmonious architectural composition of particular objects resulted in a uniform style 
of individual streets. nevertheless, the champs Élysées or elysian fields, an imposing 
avenue which leads from the louvre through the tuilerie garden across the Place de 
l’̗Étoile to la Defense and the grande arche, does not follow the original scheme. its 
axis skewers several architectural epochs including radical modernism and can serve as 
a textbook on architecture. in fact, many years ago, a Belgian school of architecture had 
an educational program which required students to walk this route and observe the ar-
tefacts dating from the middle ages through modern times. their perception is far from 
explicit, especially when it comes to contemporary accomplishments, mainly from the 
20th century. 

the extension of the axis of the champes-Élysées to la Defense, a deliberate and 
completed move, introduced a new value to haussmann’s concept. yet radical moder-
nity is sometimes hard to tame. Some say that globalization makes cities change from 
places that give people shelter to areas …characterized by the reign of terror and ubiq-
uitous fear1. analysing the threats resulting from modern town planning trends, zygmunt 
Bauman wrote: The place called La Defense, a huge square on the right bank of the 
Seine, conceived, designed and built as a lasting monument of François Mitterand’s 
presidency – during which the glory and grandeur of the office was carefully separated 
from the personal weaknesses and vices of its holder – comprises all the features {…} 
of public but inhospitable urban space. {…} what strikes the visitor is first and foremost 
the inhospitability of the place: everything within sight inspires awe yet discourages 
staying. Fantastically shaped buildings which encircle the huge and empty square are 

1 z. Bauman, Płynna nowoczesność,(liquid modernity) kraków 2006, p. 115.
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meant to be looked at not in: wrapped from the top to bottom in reflexive glass, they 
seem to have neither windows nor entry doors; ingeniously, they manage to turn their 
backs to the square they face. They are imperious and impervious to the eye – imperious 
because impenetrable, these two qualities complementing and reinforcing each other2. 
no wonder that the perfect asceticism of the place devoid of familiar attributes of space 
perceived traditionally repels even z.Bauman who has this comment to make… it exists 
only to be crossed quickly and left behind3.

2. KRAKÓW, THREE POETS’ AVENUE

on the other end of the scale of universal, historical and urban-architectural values there 
is the three Poets’ avenue, an artery which for years has been krakow’s symbol of 20th-cen-
tury town planning and architecture. its origins date back to the 19th century but new objects 
are still being built there. it is like a museum of two centuries of the built environment where 
the dominant style is modernism. 

towards the end of the 19th century, krakow was transformed from a small provincial 
town into a modern centre of culture, science and economy. regular actions to foster the 
city’s growth were taken after krakow had gained autonomy. attempts were made then to 
annex the neighbouring suburban districts to the city but the army successfully thwarted the 
plans. as a result, krakow was one of the most overpopulated cities in europe.

the 1890s saw a construction boom but it was only in 1910 that permission was grant-
ed for the annexation of the suburban areas. in the same year, an architectural competition 
for the development of the area of greater krakow was won by j.czajkowski, w.ekielski, 
t.Stryjeński, l.wojtyczko and l.wyczyński. according to their project, the avenue was to 
become a part of a circular road comprising the area which now covers the streets: kamienna, 
Prandoty, marchlewskiego and Powstańców warszawy. until 1911, the site was occupied 
by the circumferential railway. after this had been removed, the laying out of a wide avenue 
began. Some buildings had already been erected along the new street on the city side. a few 
of them are noteworthy. the building on the corner of krowoderska Street and Słowacki 
avenue was constructed in the 1890s. it is inconspicuous in terms of architecture but inter-
esting because in 1902–1906, it was a place of residence of Stanisław wyspianski. he made 
then several pastel sketches of the view from the window of his studio. they are among the 
first documents showing the avenue in the early 1900s. the circumferential railway was still 
operating, and behind its embankment there were only fields and gardens reaching as far as 
kosciuszko mound.

at that time, there were already all the houses in the section of Słowacki avenue between 
karmelicka street and lenartowicza street. the frontage also included two houses built to 
a design by jan Sas-zubrzycki: one at number 7, and the other at no 9, built in 1896 and 
1899, respectively. a little further, in the direction of the vistula, there was another building 
in a similar style, namely, collegium agronomicum at no 21, mickiewicz avenue, and the 
industrial School designed by Sławomir odrzywolski at no 5; both completed in 1912. these 

2 Ibidem, p. 149–150.
3 Ibidem, p. 158.
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ill. 1. Paris, champs Élysées (Photo by m.j. żychowska)
ill. 2. kraków, three Poets’ avenue (Photo by m.j. żychowska)
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two magnificent buildings initiated the development of the area along the thoroughfare for 
public utility buildings with monumental character. Subsequent years, and specifically the 
20-year-long interwar period, brought more objects of this kind. they also continued to ap-
pear after world war ii but their style was different from the buildings erected before 1914. 

the objects mentioned above are inextricably connected with the history of the city. it is 
impossible to discuss the architecture of krakow without making reference to the circum-
stances that surrounded or preceded its creation because it was the mood rooted in the city’s 
tradition that determined its character and expression. it was also the case with the buildings 
along the three Poets’ avenue.

the avenue developed over the interwar period. the newly erected objects had a different 
form but their mood was still in keeping with the local tradition of the city. while discussing 
the second period in the history of the avenue, it is worth describing its appearance first. at 
that time, the avenue was a wide thoroughfare comprising two street lanes with greenery in 
the middle. the green belt was made after the fortification embankments had been levelled. 
Poplars and lime trees were planted there, and throughout the 20-year interwar period it 
was a park landscaped like the Planty gardens. it retained its form until world war ii. most 
houses still standing in the area today were built then. they were largely tenement houses; 
modern and luxurious for their time. 

one such building stands on the corner of łobzowska Street. it is the house of the 
jagiellonian university’s professors and was built in 1930 to a design by ludwik wojtyczko. 
it is one of the best known and most controversial buildings in krakow; an example of 
a symbiosis between classicism and stylish-decorative mannerism. although the elevations 
of many of these buildings seem simplified, a closer look reveals some interesting details 
such as impressive friezes below the cornice. for example, the building at no 15a Słowacki 
avenue features a façade with a horizontal cornice below the windows at the top level. in the 
space thus created between the windows, heart-shaped pattern characteristic of decorative art 
of the Polish highlanders is drawn with a precise line.

other common decorative elements of the interwar tenement houses were various sym-
bols placed over the entry gates.

there are more objects in the area which are worth mentioning and which date back 
to the interwar period. they were flagship buildings of krakow at that time which also in-
fluenced the character of the avenue. one of them is the building of the mining academy, 
finally erected to a design by Sławomir odrzywolski and wacław krzyżanowski in 1922. 
the construction was completed in 1932, while interior decoration was done in 1938. the 
conversion of the attic into lecture halls in 1965–1967, combined with making windows in 
the entablature, ruined the balance of the façade composition. the entry stairs are flanked 
by two sculptures symbolizing mining and metallurgy which were made in 1979 on the oc-
casion of the academy’s 60th anniversary and copied the originals sculpted by jan raszka. 
the miner’s statue was sculpted by Bogusz Salwiński, while the author of the steelworker’s 
statue was jan Siek. 

another place along the avenue which deserves attention is inwalidów Square. this ex-
cellent urban interior is created by a number of remarkable buildings. one of them is a tene-
ment house of the insurance company of white-collar workers built to a design by wacław 
nowakowski, an interesting krakow architect of the interwar period, in 1927–1928. the 
building has a distinct form. Designed according to classical rules, it attracts attention be-
cause of the cut corners which are decorative elements. on the corner of Sienkiewicza Street, 
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ill. 3. new york, Park avenue (Photo by m.j. żychowska)
ill. 4. mers-les-Baines. esplanada général-leclerc (Photo by m.j. żychowska)
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the building features small quadrilateral balconies which, combined with the windows set at 
an angle, create crystal-like forms. the corners so treated make the whole frame less massive 
and heavy but, at the same time, highlight the building’s angularity. the chiaroscuro effects 
achieved in this way, as well as the frieze made up of diamond and triangular shapes combine 
to create the artistic impression made by the building. it is just this artistic effect that makes 
the building an excellent example of the cracovian architecture characterized by a specific 
manner of decoration. the adjacent house of the jagiellonian university’s professors was 
designed by a team of architects: ludwik wojtyczko, Stefan żeleński, Piotr jurkiewicz in 
1927–1928. it certainly is one of the finest buildings of the interwar period. it incorporates 
some features of the decorative trend and many elements of classicism, evident in the com-
position of the façade with sgraffito decoration between the windows. 

the interwar years were a period of intense development of the area along the avenue. 
at that time, the form of the thoroughfare was basically shaped although it was by no means 
final. During the german occupation, the lanes were markedly widened and the green belt 
was thus narrowed. this was done to improve traffic for strategic reasons. 

in the post-war years, only a few buildings were raised in the area. the ones to be men-
tioned in the first place include the cracovia hotel and the kijów cinema which were built 
in a good modernist style to a design of witold cęckiewicz in 1961–1966. they completed 
the sequence of the monumental, single-standing buildings along the avenue and the spatial 
layout of the part of the avenue comprising the national museum (opposite the hotel), the 
jagiellonian library, the agricultural university and the academy of mining. however, in 
recent years, the abandoned cracovia hotel has been acting as a huge stand for constantly 
changing oversized advertisement banners. 

the agricultural university at no 24/28 mickiewicz avenue was completed in 1964. it 
was one of the objects erected to commemorate the 600th anniversary of the jagiellonian 
university4. its designer was Stanisław juszczyk. 

opposite the university, on the corner of krupnicza Street, collegium Paderevianum was 
built in 1965. its origins are interesting as it was the first building whose construction was 
financed by the inheritance from ignacy Paderwski, a world-famous Polish pianist. he wrote 
in his diaries that… Krakow is a university town. It has one of the oldest universities in the 
world established in 1364. It is our Oxford – the atmosphere is similar. It is a charming and 
interesting city, one of the most beautiful places in Europe5. he considered the money he had 
earned to be property of the nation and therefore he wanted it to be given to the jagiellonian 
university in krakow6. in recognition of the donor’s merits, in 1976 his bust was placed in 
the square in front of collegium Paderevianum. next to it, another university building was 

4 in 1959–1964, to commemorate the 600th anniversary of the jagiellonian university, the so-called 
Senate’s lot was developed. the area, contained within the boundaries set by 3 maja and mickiewicz 
avenues, reymont Street and Dr jordan’s Park, was donated to the university by the city in the 
1920s. the national museum and the jagiellonian library were built there. in the 1960s, develop-
ment projects were made first by the architect B. laszczka and later by the architect P.Piwowarczyk. 
the objects erected at that time included the institute of Physics and mathematics, the institute of 
Biology, collegium Paderevianum, the academy of agriculture and little Paderevianu. 

5 Quoted in: w. Bodnicki, Muzy na Krupniczej (The Muses in Krupnicza street), Kraków 1982, 
p. 166–166.

6 Ibidem.
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ill. 5. florence, via camillo cavour (Photo by m.j. żychowska)
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erected in 1973 to a design of andrzej lipski and konrad wierzbicki. it is a building with 
office and hotel space. its architectural style is quite original and the object attracts attention 
disrupting the frontage of the avenue section between czysta Street and krupnicza Street as 
the designers adjusted the object’s size to that of the adjacent houses. 

the auditorium maximum is slightly hidden behind collegium Paderevianum. the au-
thor of the design is Stanisław Deńko with a team from the wizja studio. completed in the 
21st century, the building attracts attention with its ceramic and glass facade. the form is mas-
sive but elegant and seems to make reference to the monumental architecture of the avenue.

for the Senate’s lot and the buildings on it, time has not stopped. new requirements 
and challenges entail functional transformations enforced by law and new standards of use. 
understandably, this has led to some spectacular conversions of some of the objects men-
tioned above, such as the national museum and the jagiellonian library. the museum, which 
took 55 years to complete, finally assumed the form the original designers had envisaged. it is 
now awaiting addition of a new wing, and it is only to be hoped that the project will continue 
a good tradition of form and function.

as for the jagiellonian library, it is worth pointing out that the two stages of extension it 
has been through so far have produced a harmonious whole and can be considered good and 
valuable architecture. 

all in all, both realizations, in terms of architecture and the form which combines the 
valuable original solutions with recent additions, can be said to have complied with the stand-
ards of appropriate and justifiable conservation intervention, and the resultant objects can 
still be listed as contemporary Polish cultural heritage. as such, they are living and func-
tioning elements of the cultural environment, and therefore they are subject to aesthetic and 
functional transformations. 

on the other hand, the ongoing construction of Paderevianum ii on the most prestigious 
site on the corner of krupnicza Street and mickiewicz avenue is a disappointment. the 
project was selected despite the city residents’ protests and doubts raised by the architect of 
the city of krakow. in 2009, the decision was made to erect two new buildings (designed by 
the archimedia office from Poznan). after protests and invalidation of the building permit, 
a new project was made. this time, the disputed plot, which had been the bone of contention 
between the investor and the neighbours, was not included. the second project was worked 
out by the consortium of Budostal 2 and elektromontaż, which won the tender for design-
build contract. this means that based on the lowest price, the firm will both design and 
construct the new objects. thus in a perfect location, in the protected area and surrounded by 
valuable architecture of the 20th century modernism, a randomly designed solution is emerg-
ing and ruining the quality of the space. it is a shame since the decision cannot be appealed…

another irritating object is “kraków” radio built to a design of tomasz mańkowski, 
jacek czech, janusz Duliński and Piotr wróbel. the form itself is quite slick and the build-
ing seems to be hovering above ground owing to the inclined exterior walls. however, its 
location on a skimpy lot has completely dwarfed the neighbourhood and ruined the peace 
and character of the adjacent complex of listed villas in kościelna Street, Sienkiewicz Street 
and grottger Street.

the charm of the historic houses has been lost irrevocably. 
time and time again, projects are made involving the reduction or removal of the lawns 

and cutting down trees in the area. however, it must be made clear that despite the fact that 
the greenery is degraded due to heavy traffic, it still forms part of an excellent urban interior 
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with good and original architecture which bears testimony to the city’s unique character and 
the 20th-century architectural achievements even though they might not be outstanding or 
groundbreaking. 

3. NEW YORK, PARK AVENUE (fourth avenue)

new york is a city with many iconic sites such as Broadway, one of the longest streets, 
the fifth avenue with elegant shops and salesrooms, time Square and 47th Street also 
known as Diamond jewelry way. each of these places is unique and features buildings 
which have been recorded in the history of modern architecture. Park avenue stands out in 
the cityscape because of the variety of manhattan’s ordinary and extraordinary skyscrap-
ers. each of them is different and striving to be taller, more original in terms of decoration 
than the others, and to have the most visible finial. hence the variety of forms and solutions 
as every building must distinguish itself in order not to disappear in the crowd of others. 
originality at all costs seems to be the main feature of this kind of approach to architecture. 
modernism appears to have been different. it exposed innovative building technologies 
which used glass, steel, and concrete, promoted new aesthetics which relied on the use 
of basic solids, and the supremacy of function over form which translated into attractive 
social programs. one of its more refined manifestations was the international style. the so-
phisticated forms which were the essence of the specific aesthetics appeared, among other 
places, in new york’s Park avenue at the turn of the 1950s and the1960s. the dominant as-
ceticism of the glazed buildings and their provocative beauty still tease and generate more 
criticism than enthusiasm. nevertheless this kind of architecture has great significance in 
new york’s cityscape and in the history of modern architecture. the monumental Lever 
House (g.Bunshaft, 1952), Seagram Building (mies van de rohe, 1958) or XYZ Buildings, 
the converted Rockefeller Center (harrison, abramovitz & harris, 1968) are examples of 
excellent, original architecture despite the fact that, when duplicated and copied, they gave 
rise to commonplace and banal architecture.

the street’s interior features transparent buildings which reveal the occupants at their 
desks, and even the interiors of individual rooms. Putting the users’ feelings aside, a view of 
the architecture so designed and accomplished by several architects is impressive and awe-
inspiring at timep. 4. merS-leS-BainS, the general-leclerc eSPlanaDe

Since ancient times, the therapeutic effect of marine climate and baths has been highly ap-
preciated. Seaside resort towns began to appear on the coast of the english channel (french 
la manche), Belgium and northern france. Some, like ostend, were quite famous but there 
were scores of smaller ones, all charming and similar to one another in many ways. they 
featured wide promenades along the sea coast with tall, narrow houses facing the sea. the 
dominant vertical composition of the sea front was far from monotonous. Picturesque build-
ings with high rooftops determined the city’s character. the appearance of the facades was 
a priority and an indication of individuality necessary to meet the different tastes and require-
ments of the visitors to the fashionable beaches. 

mers-les-Bains, a seaside town, was transformed into a sea resort, highly-prized by the 
Parisians, when a railway line was built there. the unique architecture of the villas built at 
that time is an expression of the decorative arts from the Art Nouveau period at the turn of the 
20th century. the buildings have a very characteristic style: they are bristling with pinnacles, 
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balconies and bow windows. their architecture combines the elements of the charming local 
tradition and art nouveau motives; it reflects the atmosphere of the Belle epoque. more than 
300 houses still exist and are the only group representing the architecture of that time on the 
entire coastline of france. they are perfectly preserved and maintained and create a unique 
atmosphere of the town while bearing witness to the past epoch. 

the site is protected because of the unique historic architecture typical of a seaside resort 
and balneological facilities. there are two protected zones: one was created in 1986 to pre-
serve the original, most valuable part of the town. the main reason was to safeguard the town 
against irrevocable conversions and misguided renovations. 

the other zone was established in 2008 to protect one object, namely the RIP villa. it is 
situated at no 62 général-leclerc esplanade (former esplanade de la Plage), and was built 
after 1894 to a design by jules Dupont, an architect from mers-les – Bains.

the house was named after rip van winkle, the main character of robert Planquette’s 
operetta composed in 1884. its libretto was based on a Dutch legend describing adventures 
of a man in debt who luckily finds a treasure by the hudson river. the story is set in the 
18th century.

the interior of the RIP villa has retained its original layout, which is exceptional as most 
house interiors in the town have been converted into smaller flats. its layout is typical of this 
kind of house. the front rooms on the ground floor and on the higher levels open to the sea. 
the villa is a unique place also because it has been owned by the same family since it was built. 

yet, the town is not only architecture and cityscape. what also matters is the cultural her-
itage of the region with its history, tradition and the atmosphere of the coast. another signifi-
cant factor is the specific, bright and penetrating light of the northern part of normandy which 
made it a popular region with the impressionist painters. this is evidenced by claude monet’s 
works such as Impression, Sunrise, (1872) showing le havre port at sunrise, Fishing boats 
leaving the harbour, (1874) or Beach at Trouville, (1870). there is even a Polish connection. 
the national museum in Poznan has in its collection claude monet’s Beach in Pourville, 
(1882) it is the only painting by this artist in Poland. it was stolen from the museum in 2000 
and, eventually, discovered nine years later in a cupboard in olkusz, a small town in southern 
Poland, where it had been hidden.

works of impressionists and modern french art are present in the city space. traces of 
the tragic 20th century history can also be seen. two world wars swept across the city. Some 
fortifications, including ruins of the atlantic wall, are still there and continue to dominate the 
landscape. there are memories of landing operations such as the one by canadian forces that 
liberated mers-les-Bains. many buildings and precious historic objects were destroyed then 
giving way to cemeteries. 

it was only by good fortune that the urban complex of mers-les-Bains has survived, and 
now is the only such site on the whole coast of france. it is a unique element of cultural her-
itage and an authentic record of the past. the fact that it is bustling with life makes it even 
more interesting.

5. FLORENCE, VIA CAMILLO CAVOUR

urban interiors of the old town in florence have some characteristic features and 
a special mood which make them fall into a separate aesthetic category. their beauty 
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lies in a specific charm and genius loci of this remarkable city. Sometimes they seem so 
much alike that one can lose one’s way among the repetitive frontages and house facades. 
however, occasionally, a street perspective reveals key buildings in the renaissance 
style. in via camillo cavour, for example, such an artefact is the facade of Palazzo 
medici riccardi. the palace was built to a design of michelozzo for cosimo de’ medici 
in 1444–1462. it was later reconstructed and perfected by outstanding architects and 
builders. in 1517, michelangelo designed the windows for the palace. until 1540 it was 
owned by the medici family. in 1659 it became property of gabbriello riccardi and 
this fact is reflected in the name of the palace. the subsequent history of the object is 
equally rich; it was further extended, so that it could become the seat of the province of 
florence in 1874. its characteristic, rough elevation made of rusticated stone influenced 
the design of other palaces in florence. the entrance door dominates the street and can 
be seen from Piazza del Duomo and Piazza San marco. the imposing portal is like a gate 
between the two worlds; the intact renaissance world enclosed within the courtyard, and 
the centuries – old street living the 21st – century life with its cars, shop windows and, 
chiefly, crowds of pedestrians, including the city residents who fail to notice the dif-
ference between modernity and tradition, and tourists looking for the beauty contained 
within the walls of historic buildingp. 

6. CONCLUSION

Some of the above examples of avenues and streets have been replicated, on a larger or 
smaller scale, as models for others. they are still admired and analysed. they often appear 
in educational programs. on the one hand, they are historical records, also as far as their 
elements, i.e. individual houses, are concerned. on the other hand, they contribute to the 
cityscape as a whole. there are many similar places which have not been mentioned in the 
paper but whose significance is unquestionable, such as the viennese ring, one of the key 
solutions in contemporary town planning.

there are also streets famous for iconic buildings. they cannot be confused with others, 
just because their general appearance is determined by this dominant element. 

in both cases, it is the unique aesthetics that is expected by both local residents and tem-
porary visitors. it is a timeless value which applies to historic places and contemporary ob-
jects alike. for centuries, artists have been striving to create unique works. however, unique 
urban interiors can also result from unintended acts, and yet be as highly-prized as deliberate 
actions of town planners. 
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